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Works collaboratively with Field Supervisor, Vendsupport, and Field Sales on a 
daily basis,  Builds, enters, and renews software support and 3rd party contracts 
into Alert database.

MAY 1996 – FEBRUARY 1999
MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE I - ABC CORPORATION

 Trained many new reps and helped them achieve and exceed their sales 
expectations.

 Used Prospecting, qualifying, discovering the real decision makers, active 
listening and closing skills.

 Coordinated closely with accounting department to resolve contracts that have 
issues such as terms, pricing, billing, adjustments, etc.

 Utilized the detailed Audit reports to ensure contract accuracy in Alert.
 Updated Alert when contracts expire or any other changes such as bill to, ship 

to, terms and pricing.
 Coordinated with Sales, Accounting and Collections with understanding support 

contracts and assist in recasting contracts.
 Participated with various projects as directed by Maintenance Operations 

Supervisor.

1993 – 1996
MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Met with prospects and sold Burglar and Fire alarm systems and CCTV 
Surveillance Systems and Human Biometric systems.

 Also trained the customer service representatives to sell CCTV and Access 
Control.

 Introduced to management and won approval to offer and sell zero down, 
$99.00 per month CCTV Surveillance systems.

 Also assisted a woman and her 3 children escape their car which was on fire.
 Extinguished the fire with the equipment provided by Guardian.
 No one was injured.
 Skills Use Qualifying, identifying key decision makers, Met with prospects who 

responded to our advertising, cold calling prospects, making the proper 
reccomendations regarding equipment and services according to their needs.

EDUCATION

Certified Checkpoint Security Administrator and Engineer in Internet Security - 
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1999(Secure U. (reg. T.M.) - Southfield, MI)

SKILLS

Contract Negotiating, Unique Problem Solving, Building Key Strategic Relationships.
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